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ADVANCED FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT

Progress Report for

April-June 1978

by

J. P. Ackerman, P. A. Finn, K. Kinoshita,
C. H. Kucera, and J. W. Sim

ABSTRACT

This report describes advanced fuel cell research and develop-
ment activities at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) during the
period April-June 1978. These efforts have been directed toward
understanding and improving the components of molten-carbonate-
electrolyte fuel cells operated at temperatures near 925 K.

The primary focus of this work has been the development of
electrolyte structures that have good electrolyte retention and
mechanical properties as well as long term stability, and on
developing methods of synthesis amenable to mass production. The
characterization of these structures and their stability is an
integral part of this effort. Several synthesis procedures have
been developed which yield LiAlO2 powders with surface areas of
10-20 m2/g and with particles of submicrometer size. Thermal
stability tests on LiAlO2 powders have shown that a large increase
in LiAIO2 particle size accompanies phase transformation from a- or
8- to y-LiA1O2 .

Cell testing is essential for understanding and testing indiv-
idual and collective component behavior. Several square (10.6 cm
x 10.6 cm) have been operated with electrolyte tiles containing
a-LiAlO2 to establish a baseline performance for comparison with
tiles containing 8- and y-LiA102. In addition, capabilities to
measure the thlrmomechanical behavior of electrolyte tiles have been
expanded with the construction of a new test apparatus.

SUMMARY

ElectrolyteDevelopment

Synthesis of LiAlO2

Since tests at ANL have shown that cells containing clump-shaped particles
of LiA102 in the tile exhibit the best performance, synthesis methods were
examined to develop electrolyte mixtures containing clump-shaped particles of
8- and y-LiA102 . A sample of y-LiA1O2 with a surface area of 10 m2/g was
produced by the high-temperature (1225 K) phase transformation of a-LiA1O2
(58 m2/g) obtained from a starting material of y-A1203 (Degussa). Although a
large decrease in surface area accompanied the phase transformation, the clump-
shaped particles remained unchanged in morphology. High-surface-area 8-LiA102
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(20 m2/g) was obtained from a low-cost alumina. This sample of LiA102
contained clump-shaped agglomerates consisting of submicrometer-sized
particles, which appear promising in electrolyte structures.

Thermal Stability of LiA102

Tests are underway to determine the effects of temperature, gas environ-
ment and electrolyte composition on the thermal stability of LiA102. Thermal
tests showed that a- and a-LiAl02 , in the presence of Li2CO 3-K2C0 3, transformed
to y-LiA102 much more rapidly in air than in C02 ; this result indicates that
transformation to y-LiA102 is dependent on the ambient gas environment. Inter-
mediate tests (100-1000 h) indicate that $-LiAl02 transforms to y-LiA102 at
"950 K, while a-LiA10 2 transforms to y-LiAlO2 at 925 K in a much shorter time.
Accompanying the phase transformation of a- and S-LiA102 to y-LiA102 is a
dramatic increase in particle size, which is expected to have an adverse effect
on cell performance.

Component Development

Thermomechanical Testing

Thermal expansion and creep measurements were made on electrolyte mixtures
containing a- and a-LiAl02. The thermomechanical behavior of the sample
containing the a-LiAlO2 was examined on a recently constructed apparatus.
Thermal expansion results on this new apparatus were similar to those obtained
previously on the older test apparatus. Thermomechanical measurements made on
a sample containing S-LiA102 with a mixture of rod- and clump-shaped particles
(8 m2/g) yielded results similar to those obtained with S-LiA102 containing
rod-shaped particles (13 m2/g).

Cell Testing

Several square cells (10.6 cm x 10.6 cm) have been operated with electro-
lyte tiles containing a-LiA102 to establish a baseline performance for comparison
with tiles containing s- and y-LiA102. Although the performance of these
square cells is better than that of the 7-cm-diameter round cells, gas leaks
at the wet seals and cross leaks through the tile still appear to be a problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advanced fuel cell studies at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) are
part of the DOE Second Generation Fuel Cell Program. The goal of this DOE
program is the earliest possible introduction of high-efficiency generating
systems based on molten-carbonate fuel cells, which have the capability of
operating on coal or other fuels. At the present stage of development, the
primary thrust of the program is directed to development of the fuel cell
itself.

A molten carbonate fuel cell consists of a porous metal anode (presently
nickel or an alloy of nickel), a porous nickel oxide cathode, an electrolyte
structure which separates the anode and cathode and conducts only ionic
current between them, and appropriate metal housings or, in the case of stacks
of cells, intercell separator plates. The cell housings (or separator plates)
bear upon the electrolyte structure to form a seal between the enviornment and
the anode and cathode gas compartments. The electrolyte structure, which is
commonly called "tile," is a composite structure of solid LiA102 particles
and a mixture of alkali metal carbonates which are liquid at the cell operating
temperature of 925 K. At the anode, hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the fuel
gas react with carbonate ion from the electrolyte to form carbon dioxide and
water, giving up electrons to the external circuit. At the cathode, carbon
dioxide and oxygen react and accept electrons from the external circuit to
re-form carbonate ion, which is conducted through the electrolyte to the anode.
In a practical cell stack, CO2 for the cathode would be obtained from the
anode exhaust.

The ANL contribution to the program is intended to provide understanding
of cell behavior and to develop improved components and processes. More
improvements are needed in the electrolyte tile than in any other single
component. For this reason, electrolyte development is receiving special
attention at ANL. Characterization of tile properties and the relation of
the properties to tile behavior in cells is of major importance. Determination
of the stability of tile materials is also of high priority.

Operation of cells is required for assessment of the behavior of tiles
and other components and for understanding of the performance and life-
limiting mechanisms at work within the cell. Cell operation is, of course,
coupled with a diagnostic effort and a materials-development effort, with the
aim of developing cells of adequate performance and longevity for realistic
component testing.
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11. ELECTROLYTE DEVELOPMENT

A. Synthesis of LIA102

The primary objective of the ANL effort on electrolyte development is to
develop methods to synthesize LiA107 that provide electrolyte structures with
high strength and conductivity as well as good electrolyte retention. In
addition, these synthesis methods must be amenable to the mass production of

electrolyte structures. The relatively high cost of Degussa y-A-03 ('$6.70/kg),
which is commonly used as the starting material to synthesize LiAIO 2, has
prompted development work at ANL to find an alternative, low-cast alumina as
the starting material.

To date, tests at ANL have shown that the best fuel-cell performance is
exhibited by cells containing clump-shaped c-LiAl02 particles (high surface
area) in the electrolyte tile. However, x-LiAlO2 is not a desirable allotrope
for use in the electrolyte tile due to its thermal instability during cell
operation. Consequently, electrolyte mixtures containing l- and y-LIA102 with
clump-shaped particles were prepared for evaluation in electrolyte tiles.

Several methods of preparing electrolyte mixtures (LiA10 2 + 55 wt Z
Li ,CO,-KC0 ,, Li-rich eute(t ic) containing major phases off ,- and y -LiAIO 2

are current lv inder invest igation. During this quarter, clump-shaped particles
of ;- and y-l iAl0, were prepared from Degussa y-Al,03 and Al(OH),, type H-705*
(,r low-cost alumina).

1. ElectrolyteMixtures Containing -LIA10-

Electrolyte mixtures containing clump-shaped particles of ;-LiA1A.>
were prepared by the method outlined ii. Fig. 1; Al (0H) was impregnated with
L ili and heated at 725 K for 1.5 h In air to produce -LIAIO) consisting of
;r d n1imint Iv,1 nimp- shiiptdl parties mixed with :t small mount of rod-shaped

.irt ic 'Irs'. he siurf: re area (dets.rm ined h'' thlie m tIhId deScrihed Iin AN1.-7- ,

LiOH + Al (OH) 3 OR Y-A1 2 03

(STOICHIOMETRIC MIXTURES)

725 K, AIR

5i. 1.
OLiA102

Preprat I i 1 IlII(tLrolvt 1 Mixt ures

ADD L' 2CO 3 -K2C03  ('ont ii' a or I'ise of -JIAIO>

-L'A102 /Li2 CO3 K2 CO3

945 - 975 K, AIR/CO2

LECTROLYTE MIXTURE

A1 product o tli Ai l miniumit' Compan o Amer I ci (ALCOA)
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p. 4) of the S-LiA102 sample prepared in this manner was 34 m 2 /g. Alkali
carbonates were mixed with the -LiA1O to obtain a pen-yder containing 55 wt %
carbonates (62 mol % L1 2C0 3-38 mol % K CO;). Portions of this powder were
heat treated under different conditions to produce samples suitable for hot

pressing into electrolyte tiles. One of these samples, 98-132, was heated at

975 K for 15 h; this heat treatment decreased the LiA1T0 surface area from
34 to 8 m2 /g. Another sample, 98-139, was heat . 6 K for 22 h, and the
surface area decreased from 34 to 6 m"/g. No cl -' . , LiA10; particle size
was apparent in the scanning electron microscop:- U'I analyses of these

samples, however. These results suggest that the - .>-ity of the V-LiA10-

particles was decreased as a result of heat treatment in the presence of the

alkali carbonates.

In a second preparation, a physical mixture of LiOH and - -Al,-)
[obtained from Al(OH)Y heated for 16 h at 875 K] was heated at 725 K for 4 h
in air. After addition of 55 wt ? Li-COQ-KCO (62 mol % LiC0 3-38 mol %
K2 C0 3 ), the sample was heated at 945 K for 22 h in air/CO-. to produce an
electrolyte mixture (sample 98-137). X-ray diffraction analysis* indicated
the presence of a major phase of -LIAO. and a minor phase of :-LiAIO' in
sample 98-137. The surface area of the LiAR>7 powder was 20 m2 /g, which is
considerably higher than that obtained for :--LiAlO., in samples 98-132 and
98-139. A scanning electron micrograph of the LiAlO in sample 98-137 is
presented in Fig. 2. The LiA0 appeared to be c lump-shaped agglomerates

(ma jor phase) and '-l.IA1O. (minor phase)
Obtained from I.i1IH/3-Al ,() i keated at
725 K for 4 hi in Air and at 945 K for
22 h In Air/CO7 (sample 98-1 37)

*
All X-ray diffraction analysis described in this report were performed by
B. S. Tani , Analyt Ical Chemistry Laboratory, AN!..
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consisting of submicrometer-sized particles which were similar in size and
shape to those observed by SEM in samples 98-132 and 98-139. Electrolyte tiles
containing this LiAlO2 sample will be evaluated in operating cells and by
thermomechanical measurements.

2. Electrolyte Mixtures Containing y-LiA1O 2

Electrolyte mixtures containing clump-shaped particles of y-LiA1O2
were prepared by the method outlined in Fig. 3. Physical mixtures of Li2CO3
with either y-A1203 (Degussa) or Al(OH)3 (ALCOA 11-705) were heated for 38 h
at 875 K in an air oven in which a low flow of CO2 was introduced. The surface
area of the a-LiAlO2 sample that was prepared from y-A1 203 was 58 m2/g (sample
98-142), and the surface area of the a-LiA1O2 obtained from Al(OH)3 was 57 m2/g
(sample 98-141). Scanning electron micrographs of the a-LiA1O2 in samples
98-141 and 98-142 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The a-LiA102 in
sample 98-141 consisted of clumps of submicrometer-sized particles (see Fig. 4).
The shape of these particles was similar to that of the R-LiA1O2 particles
shown in Fig. 2. The a-LiAlO2 in sample 98-142 appeared to consist of larger
clumps of submicrometer-sized particles than those in samplc 98-141; these
larger clumps were similar to those obtained by heating a physical mixture of
y-AlgO 3 (Degussa), Li2CO3 and K2C03 at 873 K for 24 h (ANL-77-29, p. 9).

Next, to convert the a- to y-LiA1O2, samples 98-141 and 98-142 were
heated at 1225 K for 16 h in air. A scanning electron micrograph (Fig. 6) of
the r-LiAlO (sample 98-144) obtained by heat treating sample 98-142 showed
that the clumps of LIA102 were retained, but that the small particles of
LiAlO2 which comprise these clumps were apparently sintered. The latter

L'2C03 + Y- A1 203 OR Al (OH)3

(STOICHIOMETRIC MIXTURES)

875K FOR 38h, AIR/CO2

a-LiAIO 2

Fig. 3.
1225K FOR 16h, AIR

Preparation of Electrolyte Mixture

Y-LiAIO2  Containing a Major Phase of y-LiA102

ADD L'2 C03-K2 C03

Y-LiAIOu/LiC~-K=COs

925K FOR 23h, AIR/CO2

ELECTROLYTE MIXTURE
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Fig. 4.

Scanning Electron Micrograph
of a-LiAlO2 Obtained from
Li2CO 3/Al(OH)3 Heated at 875 K
for 38 h (sample 98-141)

Fig. 5.

Scanning Electron Micrograph
of a-LiA1O2 Obtained from
L12 C03/y-A120 3 Heated at 875 K
for 38 h (sample 98-142)
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Fig. 6.

Scanning Electron Micrograph
of y-LiA10 2 Obtained from
a-LiAl02 (Fig. 5) Heated at
1225 K for 16 h (sample 98-144)

observation is based on the fact that in Fig. 6 growth can be seen between
contacting particles of y-LiA102 . The surface area after heat treatment
(sample 98-144) was 10 m2 /g, which is a dramatic decrease from the value
(58 m2/g) prior to heat treatment (sample 98-142). X-ray diffraction analysis
of the LiA102 (sample 98-145) obtained by heat treatment of sample 98-141
indicated a major phase of y-LiA10 2 and a minor phase of y-A1 203 and LiA1508.
The surface area of sample 98-145 also decreased as a result of the heat
treatment (from 57 to 13 m2 /g). A scanning electron micrograph of this sample
is shown in Fig. 7. Qualitatively, it appears that the LiA102 particle size
and shape remain unchanged after heat treatment to convert a- to y-LiAlO2.

The final steps in the preparation of electrolyte mixtures according
to the outline in Fig. 3 involves the addition of 55 wt % Li2 CO3-K2C0 3

(62 mol % Li2CO 3-38 mol % K2C03) to the LiA102 samples (98-144 and 98-145) and
subsequent heat treatment at 925 K for 23 h in air and CO2. Analysis of the
LiA102 in these electrolyte mixtures has not been completed.

These studies demonstrated that the conversion of a- to y-LiA102 at
high temperature (1225 K) in an environment free of molten carbonates produces
y-LiA102 with a particle shape and size which are similar to those of the
starting a-LiA102. However, the surface area of the LiAlO2 decreases during
the transformation. We believe that the clump-shaped particles of y-LiA102
in sample 98-144 are probably more suitable for good electrolyte retention and
mechanical strength of the tile than the bipyramidal-shaped particles of
y-LiA102 synthesized from LiOH, A1203, Li2CO 3 and K2C0 3 (ANL-78-40, p. 7).
A higher surface area in the clump-shaped particles of y-LiA102 would be
desirable, however. Modifications of the synthesis procedure outlined in
Fig. 3 are being examined in order to obtain clump-shaped y-LiA102 with high
surface area.
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- Fig. 7.

Scanning Electron Micrograph
of y-LiA1O 2 (major) and y-A1203
and LiA1508 (both minor phases)
Obtained from a-LiAlO 2 (Fig. 4)
Heated at 1225 K for 16 h
(sample 98-145)

Promising candidates for testing in electrolyte tiles include the
S-LiAl02 in sample 98-137 (Fig. 2), and the y-LiA1O 2 in sample 98-144 (Fig. 6).
Both of these samples contain clump-shaped particles, which should provide
good electrolyte retention in the tile. The higher surface area of the $-LiAl02
(20 m2 /g) as compared to the y-LiA1O 2 (10 m2/g) suggests that electrolyte
retention by the former material may be better than that of the latter material.
Both of these samples will be tested in thermomechanical test apparatus. If
these measurements indicate good electrolyte retention, the samples will also
be tested in fuel cells. Also, efforts to synthesize clump-shaped y-LiA1O 2
with high surface area (%20 m2/g) will continue.

B. Thermal Stability of LiAlO2

Tests are underway to determine the effects of temperature, gas environment,
time of treatment, and electrolyte composition on the thermal stability of
LiAlO2. The changes observed in the allotropic forms, size, shape, and surface
area of the LiAlO2 particles are used to assess the relative stabilities of the
different LiAlO 2 forms. Through these thermal stability tests, we are able to
better understand the effect of cell operating conditions on electrolyte tile
longevity.

During this quarter, short-term (<100 h), intermediate-term (<1000 h), and
long term (>1000 h) stability tests were conducted to determine the temperature
at which an electrolyte tile can be maintained for extended periods without
adverse structural changes. Powder samples of LiAlO2 and molten carbonate
(not hot pressed) were used in these experiments to enhance the effects of the
gas atmosphere and to accelerate the changes that occur in the LiA102 particles.
X-ray diffraction analysis and scanning electron microscopy were used to
characterize the LiA102 samples both before and after the thermal tests.
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The experiments were performed by heating mixtures of 45 wt % LiA102 and
55 wt % Li2CO3-K2C03 (0.62/0.38 mole ratio) at temperatures ranging from 875 to
975 K for periods of 24 to 2400 h in one of the Following three gas environments--

air, 80% H2/20% CO2 saturated with H20 at 300 K, or (A2. The a-LiA1O2 used
for these experiments consisted of clump-shaped particles ('10 pm in size)
with a BET surface area of 60 m2/g; the 8-LiA102 consisted of rod-shaped
particles ("1 am long and 0.25-m dia.) with a BET surface area of 12 m2/g;
and the y-LiA102 consisted of large bipyramidal-shaped particles ("'6-8 pm in
size) with a BET surface area of 3 m2/g.

As seen in Table 1, both a- and 8-LiA102 transformed to y-LiA102 in all
three gas environments as the temperature was increased; y-LiAlO2 did not
transform to either a- or 8-LiA102 under any of the conditions studied. The
time required for transformation of a- or 8-LiA102 to y-LiA102 was dependent
on the gas environment. At 975 K, major conversion of a- to y-LiA102 occurred
after 1062 h in CO2 (only a-LiA102 was detected after 450 h), and occurred after
only 24 h in air or in 80% H2/20% Co2. This difference in the time for trans-
formation is an order of magnitude. Similarly, total conversion of 8- to
y-LiA102 at 975 K required 991 h in C02 (minor amounts of the y allotrope were
detected after 370 h), but required only 100 h in either air or in 80% H2/20% CO2.
An order of magnitude difference in the time of transformation was again seen.
The primary effect, therefore, of a high CO2 partial pressure at 975 K is to
markedly retard the allotropic transformation of either a- or 8-LiA102 to
y-LiA102. A tentative explanation for this behavior is that the presence of
CO2 suppresses the dissociation of Li2CO3 (Li2 CO3 -+ Li20 + CO2) and/or the
hydrolysis of Li2CO3 (Li2CO3 + H20 - 2LiOH + C0 2), thereby reducing the concen-
tration of oxide and/or hydroxide ions available for interaction with the
LiA102. It is well established that LiA102 is less inert in the presence of
carbonate than in its absence (ANL-78-16, p. 13; Ref. 1 and 2). Semenov1

postulated that the polarizing action of the small Li+ ions (0.6 A ionic radius)
deforms the Al-0 octahedral structure of a-LiAlO2. G12 favored the influence
of the oxide ions on the reactivity of a-LiAlO2. Additional work is required
to pinpoint the exact mechanism and the active species involved, but the
influence of CO2 partial pressure and carbonate content on the reactivity of
both a- and 8-LiAlO2 is certain.

On the basis of stability to allotropic transformation, a-LiA102 does not
appear satisfactory for use in the electrolyte tile. The density (3400 kg/m3)
of a-LiA102 is greater than either 8-LiA102 (2610 kg/m 3) or y-LiA102 (2615 kg/m 3);
therefore, transformations involving a-LiA102 will significantly affect the
solid/liquid volume ratios in the tile. At temperatures 1925 K, 8-LiA102 may
have adequate stability, but its apparent inertness may be due to the low
surface area (12 m2/g) of the samples used in this study. Initial experiments
(air, 100 h, 925 K) with high-surface-area 8-LiA102 (40 m2/g, clumps) indicate
that partial transformation to y-LiA102 occurs; however, these tests are not
complete.

Because changes in particle size, shape, and surface area affect the
mechanical and electrolyte retention properties of the tile, they are as
important as changes in allotropic form. Therefore, the products from each
thermal stability test were examined to determine if significant changes
occurred in the surface morphology of the LiA102 as a result of heat treatment.
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Table 1. Thermal Stability of LiA102 in 62 mol % Li2 CO 3-38 mol % K2 A 3

Conditions

Initial Time, Temperature, Allotropic form
Phase Environment h K of Final Producta

air

H2/C02 /H2 0b

CO2

air

H2/CO2 /H2Ob

Co2

air

H2 /C0 2 /H 2Ob

co 2n

24
24
24

136
24
24

140
c

450
1062

2400d

352
144

2400
1097
107

C

C

370
991

24
24
24

24
24
24

212
212
383

a-LiA102

a-LiA102

a-LiA102

B-LiA102

a,
a,
Y,

a
a
a

y
Y
a

(medium)
(very minor)
(very minor)

(very minor)
(very minor)
(minor)

a

a
y, a (minor)

8
Y
Y

875
925
975

875
925
975

875
925
975
975

925
950
975

925
950
975

925
950
975
975

925
950
975

925
950
975

925
950
975

(minor)

8, Y (minor)
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

aFrom X-ray
b8 0 % H 2 /201

diffraction analyses.

CO2 saturated with H2 0 at 300 K,

CTests in progress.

dPreviously reported in ANL-78-56, p. 8

8
8, Y

Y

B-LiA102

S-LiA102

y-LiA102

y-LiA102

y-LiA102
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In the presence of molten carbonate (Li2C0 3-K2C0 3) the y-LiA102 produced by
allotropic transformation consisted of octahedral (square bipyramidal) particles
with a very low surface area (ti3 m2 /g). In the absence of carbonate, the
original morphology is maintained, but the surface area again decreases. The
rate of growth of LiA102 particles (a-, a-, or y) in the presence of molten
carbonate is accelerated when the temperature is increased and also when the
CO2 partial pressure is decreased.

Particle growth occurred in all environments studied, although it was
difficult to observe in the scanning electron micrographs at times because of
the simultaneous allotropic transformations. The growth of a-LiA102 particles
in samples containing Li 2CO 3-K2C0 3 at 975 K in CO2 is shown in Figs. 8-10.
Prior to heat treatment, the a-LiA102 (see Fig. 8) consists of small particles
(<0.125 um in size) agglomerated into large clumps (8-10 um in size). After
442 h at 975 K, the a-LiA102 transformed to clumps of small, polyhedral-shaped
particles (%0.25 um in size) (Fig. 9). Upon heating for 1062 h at 915 K, the
a-LiA102 sample (Fig. 10) transforms to y-LiA102 which consists of large
particles ("'8 um in diameter). Figures 11-13 show the growth of 8-LiA102
particles in Li2C03-K2C0 3 upon heating at 950 K in 80% H2/20% CO2 saturated
with H20. Initially, the S-LiA102 particles shown in Fig. 11 consist of small
rods ("l um long, 0.25 um diameter). After heating for 350 h at 950 K, the
rod-shaped particles had increased to double their original size (Fig. 12),
a few particles being much larger (ti3-4 um in diameter). Heating the sample
for 737 h resulted in an increase in the size of the large particles ("'6 um
in diameter) and an increase in the diameter of the rod-shaped particles
(Fig. 13).

Fig. 8.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
a-LiA102 before Heat Treatment
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Fig. 9.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
a-LiA102 after 442 h at 975 K in
C02

Fig. 10.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
a-LiA102 after Conversion .o
y-LiA102 after 1062 h at 975 K
in CO2
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Fig. 11.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
S-LiA102 (rods) before Heat
Treatment

Fig. 12.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
0-LiA102 (rods) after "350 h at
950 K in 80% H2/20% CO2
Saturated with H20
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Fig. 13.

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
6-LiA102 (rods) after 737 h at
950 K in 80% H2/20% CO2
Saturated with H20

The crystal growth of the three forms of LiA102 appears to be controlled
by a solution-redeposition mechanism, whose rate increases as the temperature
increases. Scanning electron micrographs indicated that the small particles
disappear while the large particles increase in size. As the temperature
increases, the solubility of LiA102 in the melt would also increase. However,
the inhibiting effect on crystal growth of a low CO 2 partial pressure indicates
that the dissociation of Li2CO 3 plays an important role in the solution-

redeposition mechanism. In air, additional 02- and OH- ions would be present
in the melt and could enhance particle growth. Further studies are being
conducted to determine the important species in crystal growth.

The stability tests to date indicate that a-LiA102 is a poor choice for
use in electrolyte tiles, but that $- and especially y-LiAlO2 are suitable
tile candidates. Furthermore, these studies indicate that it is desirable to
limit peak temperatures and to keep a relatively high CO2 pressure on all
parts of the cell. This work is being continued to determine the limits to
temperature and gaE composition which will ensure acceptable life for LiA102
tiles.
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III. COMPONENT ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT

Thermal expansion and creep measurements were made on several electrolyte
mixtures hot-pressed into small pellets (12.5 mm dia). Two pellets containing
5-LiAl02 and 55 wt % alkali carbonates (62 mol % Li2C03-38 mol % K2C03) and
one pellet containing a-LiA102 and 55 wt % carbonates were tested in the thermo-
mechanical apparatus described previously in ANL-77-56, p. 13. One pellet
(98-114) contained rod-shaped particles of S-LiAl02 with a surface area of
13 m2/g, and another pellet (98-132) contained a mixture of rod- and clump-
shaped particles of S-LiA102 with a surface area of 8 m

2/g.

As shown in Fig. 14, the thermomechanical behavior of the two S-LiAlO2
pellets is remarkably similar. This was not entirely expected since the
S-LiAl02 in the two pellets differ in their physical characteristics. The
thermal expansion coefficients, a, of both pellets is given in Table 2 and is
similar to an electrolyte mixture containing rod-shaped particles of S-LiA1O2
(reported in ANL-78-40, p. 28). A large contraction (>50%) was measured in
both pellets at the melting point of the carbonate eutectic. This behavior was
seen in previous creep measurements (ANL-78-40, p. 28) on pellets containing
only rod-shaped particles; however, mixtures of rod- and clump-shaped particles
with surface areas of 40-75 m2/g had previously exhibited less creep. The low
surface area of sample 98-132, resulting in poor electrolyte retention,
probably accounts for the large instantaneous creep.
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Fig. 14. Creep-Rate Measurements on Electrolyte Mixtures
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Table 2. Thermal Expansion of Electrolyte Mixtures

LiA102
Allotrope Pellet
(particle Thickness, Stress, a,a

Sample No. shape) MM kPa 10-6/K

98-132 S-LiA102  6.95 103 17
(rods)

98-114 S-LiA102  6.83 137 17
(rods and
clumps)

98-127-1 a-LiA102  6.16 104 22
(clumps)

98-127-2 a-LiA102  3.88 104 20
(clumps)

aThermal expansion coefficient measured between 325 to 745 K.

Table 2 also shows the thermal expansion data of a pellet (98-127-1)
containing clump-shaped particles of a-LiA102 with a surface area of 78 m2/g.
The thermal expansion coefficient of the pellet correlates closely with
previously determined values (ANL-78-40, p. 28). Creep data could not be
obtained due to experimental difficulties.

A second thermomechanical test apparatus has recently been assembled.
Preliminary testing demonstrated that the transducer fluctuates less than
0.025 mm/24 h at 300 K and % 0.075 mm/24 h at 950 K. Since the sensitivity
of the transducer used in this apparatus is 16 times that of the transducer
used in the first thermomechanical test apparatus, measurements can be made on
pellets which are approximately half the thickness required with the first
thermomechanical apparatus. A fourth pellet (98-12-2) consisting of the same
electrolyte mixture used in pellet 98-127-1, but approximately half the mass,
was tested in the more sensitive apparatus. The thermal expansion coefficient
of this pellet was 20 x 10-6/K (Table 2), which is in good agreement with that
determined with the older apparatus. The contraction of the pellet at the
melting point of the carbonate eutectic was very small (Fig. 15); this
observation supports the theory that high-surface-area LiA102 in electrolyte
tiles provides better electrolyte retention than low-surface-area LiA102.
This experiment was terminated before any long-term creep data were collected.
The preliminary studies conducted thus far have revealed the idiosyncrasies
of the new apparatus as well as established our confidence in its operation.
It is also apparent that the smaller physical size of the new thermomechanical
apparatus compared to the older one has resulted in more rapid thermal response
and a significant decrease in the time required for achieving stable thermo-
mechanical measurements.
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IV. CELL TESTING

Three square (10.6 x 10.6 cm) cells, namely SQ-2, SQ-3 and SQ-4, were
operated during this quarter. The cell design was discussed in ANL-78-40,
p. 29. Details of cell construction and testing are given below.

Table 3 summarizes the construction details for Cells SQ-2, -3, and -4.
The major variable of construction for these cells was the amount of protrusion
of the electrodes above the cell housings. Also, the anode of cell SQ-4 was
pre-wetted with alkali hydroxides (which were converted to alkali carbonates,
0.59 g) before use in the cell. The electrolyte tile in each cell was pressed
from a powder containing 45 wt % a-LiA102 (clump-shaped, 78.4 m2/g) and
55 wt % alkali carbonates (62 mol % Li2CO3-38 mol % K2CO3). The anode gas
composition used in cell testing was 80% H2, 20 % C0 2, to which moisture (dew
point, 298 K) was added. The cathode gas composition was 14.5% 02, 28.0% C02,
57.5% N2 .

Table 3. Characteristics of Cells SQ-2, -3, and -4

SQ-2 SQ-3 SQ-4

Electrolyte Tilea Thickness, cm 0.207-0.213 0.203-0.218 0.201-0.211

Electrodes (Area, 94 cm2)

Anode b b c
Anode Protrusion, cm 0.013 0.005 0.000
Cathode d d d
Cathode Protrusion, cm 0.010 0.000 0.000

Wet-Seal Efficiency, %

Anode (Helium) 70 80-88 94
Cathode (Oxidant) 60-70 100 95

Cell Resistance, mA 5 16 14

aTiles pressed from powder containing 45 wt 2 a-LiA1O2 (clump-shaped,
78.4 mZ/g) and 55 wt 2 alkali carbonates (62 mol 2 Li2CO3, 38 mol 2 K2C03).

bGould, No. 480-2-3 (0.051-cm thick, 70.3% porosity, '6 p mean pore size).
cGould, No. 480-2-4 (0.048-cm thick, 72.6% porosity, "'6 u mean pore size);
electrode pre-wetted with 0.59 g alkali carbonates.

dnion Carbide, No. 306-24-30B (0.064-cm thick, 70% porosity, "10 p man
pore size).

The protrusion of the electrodes above the cell housings was varied in
these cells in order to improve the wet-seal efficiency (gas flow out divided
by gas flow in), and to reduce the compression of the porous nickel anode
during cell operation. As shown in Table 3, reducing the electrode protrusion
improved the wet-seal efficiency. The tiles used in these cells show very
little deformation under the applied holding force (0140 kPa), which makes
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uniform contact between the cell housings and the tile very difficult. Tiles
which exhibit more deformation should therefore improve wet-seal efficiency,
and testing of such tiles will be performed during the next quarter.

In these three cells, anode compression during cell operation was not
eliminated by decreasing electrode protrusion. During operation, the anode
was compressed from 0.051 to 0.046 cm in Cell SQ-2, from 0.051 to 0.028 cm
in Cell SQ-3, and from 0.048 to 0.028 cm in Cell SQ-4. Compression of the
anode apparently occurs when the cathode oxidizes, expands, then presses
against the electrolyte tile, which in turn compresses the anode. To circum-
vent this problem, additional space must be allowed for expansion of the
cathode, or the cathode must be oxidized before use in the cell.

Each of the three cells showed signs of cross-leakage of reactant gas.
In Cells SQ-2 and SQ-3, the open circuit voltage was low, 1.059 V for SQ-2 and
1.069 V for SQ-3. Similar measurements on round cells of the CS-series showed
an open circuit voltage of 1.080 V. Water condensed in the cathode exhaust
lines of Cells SQ-2 and -3, thus indicating cross-leakage of fuel into the
cathode compartment (the oxidant contains no H20). Gas chromatographic analysis
of the anode exhaust showed 9-10% N2 in Cell SQ-2, 6-14% N2 in Cell SQ-3, and
2-5% N2 in Cell SQ-4. Since the fuel contains no N2, cross-leakage of
oxidant through the tile or leakage of air past the wet seal must have occurred.
The cross-leakage problem was less severe in Cell SQ-4, where less N2 was found
and a higher open circuit voltage was observed.

The cause of the reactant gas cross-leakage appears to be small cracks
in the electrolyte tile, which were observed in post-test analysis of the cells.
These cracks may have occurred during cell start-up and operation, or during
cooling upon termination of cell operation. Whether the cracks occurred
during start-up of the cell or during termination, the tiles are probably not
resistant to cracking during thermal cycling of the cell. To improve the
strength of the tiles, we plan to reinforce them with Kanthal screen. This
measure should imp ve tile stability during thermal cycling and should also
impart sufficient mechanical strength to prevent cracking during cell start-up.

Despite the problems of cross-leakage of reactant gas and low wet-seal
efficiencies, the performance of Cell SQ-3 is the best obtained at ANL to
date. Performance data for Cells SQ-2, -3, and -4 as well as Cell CS-7, a
round cell of the CS-series, are shown in Fig. 16. The performance data were
measured at a cell operating time of 72 h for SQ-2, 122 h for SQ-3, and 145 h
for SQ-4. The low performance of Cell SQ-4 may be attributed to flooding of
the anode with alkali carbonates. This flooding occurred as a result of pre-
wetting the anode with alkali hydroxides (carbonates). Future pre-wetting
experiments will utilize less alkali hydroxides. The results obtained thus
far indicate that testing of square cells gives better cell performance and is
a more realistic mode of testing than testing of round cells. Future cell
testing will address the problems of reactant gas cross-leakage and low
wet-seal efficiency.
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